Lesson 1 Quiz

Write T if the statement is true. Write F if the statement is false. The first one is done for you.

1. ___ T ___ A paragraph is like a family.

2. ___ ___ The sentences in a paragraph should not be closely related.

3. ___ ___ A formula is like a recipe. It tells how to put something together the same way every time.

4. ___ ___ The FNTF formula will organize your How-to Paragraph for you.

5. ___ ___ The purpose of a How-to Paragraph is to give directions, or to tell how to do something.

6. ___ ___ FNTF stands for First, . . . Then, . . . Then, . . . Finally, . . .

7. ___ ___ To make your paragraph clear and simple, pretend you are writing instructions for someone who knows nothing about the way to do what you are explaining.

8. ___ ___ You will be using the FNTF formula again and again, so it’s a good idea to memorize the formula words.